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Abstract—When using data-mining tools to analyze big data, users often need tools to support the understanding of individual data 

attributes and control the analysis progress. This requires the integration of data-mining algorithms with interactive tools to 

manipulate data and analytical process. This is where visual analytics can help. More than simple visualization of a dataset or some 

computation results, visual analytics provides users an environment to iteratively explore different inputs or parameters and see the 

corresponding results. In this research, we explore a design of progressive visual analytics to support the analysis of categorical 

data with a data-mining algorithm, Apriori. Our study focuses on executing data mining techniques step-by-step and showing 

intermediate result at every stage to facilitate sense-making. Our design, called Pattern Discovery Tool, targets for a medical 

dataset. Starting with visualization of data properties and immediate feedback of users’ inputs or adjustments, Pattern Discovery 

Tool could help users detect interesting patterns and factors effectively and efficiently. Afterward, further analyses such as statistical 

methods could be conducted to test those possible theories. 

Index Terms—Progressive, visual analytics, categorical data analysis

 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Facing the challenge of „Big Data‟, analysts often use analytic 
tools to support the understanding of analysis process, including 
individual data attributes and control of analysis steps. The 
integration of data-mining algorithms with interactive tools is 
required to manipulate data and control analysis process. Visual 
analytics techniques can help to achieve this goal. In traditional 
visual analytic systems, users typically give some inputs and wait for 
the processing of a whole dataset until the updated result comes out. 
However, this approach is inadequate when complex data mining 
techniques are involved in visual analytics [1, 2]. First, large data 

volumes would result in long response time and slow down user‟s 
exploration of datasets. Second, traditional analytics workflows treat 
computation processes as a black box. With today‟s complex data 
mining techniques, users become more isolated from the 
computation process, which would result in low situation awareness 
and hinder users from making efficient and effective decisions. 

Different approaches have been proposed to solve the problems 
above. Liu et al. [3] provided a thorough survey of developments in 
high-dimensional data visualization over the past decade. Following 
the principle of facilitating exploration, progressive visualization was 
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